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Perfect conditions for
winning

 

It was -4 when we came in to work on

Monday but thankfully we had no frost

over the weekend and there was a good

turnout for the Winter Sweep. The scoring

was excellent with Gordon Martin, Chick

Drysdale and David Bridges sharing the

winnings with 40 points. 

There were 13 x 2s this week with Andy

Romer getting 2 x 2s.
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We have the perfect gift

Titleist personalised Golf Balls Titleist personalised Golf Balls 
This Xmas deal finishes early this year so thinking caps on!

 

Titleist's ever popular Christmas offer is on from 1st November if you would

like to treat the golfer in your life to a useful, but personal gift. As many of

you know, this is the only time of the year that you can buy one dozen

personalised golf balls (their minimum is usually 12 dozen), so have a think. 

This is not just a gift for Christmas. If you have someone with a special

birthday coming up, or someone graduating next year, buy them

something a bit different and put it aside for them.  It is worth mentioning

that because of the way Christmas falls this year, last orders for these will be



that because of the way Christmas falls this year, last orders for these will be

9 am on Friday 6th December, with delivery being guaranteed by 20th

December.

Reserve yours today >Reserve yours today >

What are you buying?

 

You want confidence that your iron is going to help you hit a solid and

accurate approach shot.
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A recent check of 82 golfers

found that 63% of them were

playing with a lie angle at

least 1° too upright or too at.

That's 52 golfers who are

going to struggle for

confidence.

 

 

Why wouldn’t you want to play with a lie angle that HELPED you hit solid,

accurate golf shots? Why wouldn’t you play with a lie angle that GAVE YOU

confidence? You should always get fitted.

 

Check your equipmentCheck your equipment
Let’s get your irons checked. Let’s help you build confidence in your

approach shots. Come and see us. Call us, or

Book an equipment assessment >Book an equipment assessment >
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Consistently better
 

 

 

What part of your body controls your swing?  Too many golfers struggle

with consistency because their hands (and arms) are too involved in their

golf swing.

 

 

 A swing controlled by the hands and arms depends too much on the finer,

smaller muscles. Swinging on plane becomes difficult. Consistency of ball



smaller muscles. Swinging on plane becomes difficult. Consistency of ball

striking is impossible. And it's much more difficult to create power. 

You need to let the large muscles control the swing to create consistency

and power.

 

 

 Test it out on the rangeTest it out on the range
On the range, feel what part of your body starts your backswing and what

part starts your downswing. Controlling the first movement of both the

backswing and downswing with the correct part of your body can be a big

pay-off for most of you.

Contact us >Contact us >

Share 
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Alan White and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Lanark Golf Professional Shop and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 01555 661456.
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